
The ethics of advocacy:
Can lawyers handle the truth?
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I s law a profession or a trade? A lawyer’s strongest claim to its 
being the former is the practitioner’s adherence to ethical stan-
dards. This article raises a touchy subject: are there cases that, 

with concern for those ethical standards, lawyers should not take?1 
I propose that the answer is yes – although there are not many 

such cases. When one crosses your desk, however, you should 
think long and hard before taking it on. What does it look like? In 
my view, neither the (alleged) conduct of the client nor the viability 
of the action (assuming it is not frivolous) should be factors. Re-
garding the former, we know that terrible people deserve lawyers, 
too. As for the latter, bad cases aren’t the end of the world; we’ve all 
acted on some, and, occasionally, arguments that seemed terrible to 
many might just carry the day.2 

But there is a class of cases we should all be worried about. 
They are the ones where simply bringing them has the potential 
to undermine some aspect of the agreed-on social rules by which a 
community, country, or province agrees to govern itself. In the end, 
justification for doing what we do depends heavily on the need 
for the rule of law. When acting in a case undermines rather than 
reinforces the rule of law, the alarm bells should start ringing.

The same principle generally holds true for how lawyers con-
duct themselves during the cases we bring. Adversarial conduct 
is an inevitable and, indeed, necessary part of litigation. Counsel 
are not expected to link arms and sing “Kumbaya.” But tactics that 
undermine the process we are supposed to be advancing – and the 
values this process rests on – also cross an ethical line.

Why think about this now?
Every few years we see an outbreak of lawyer-shaming in the popu-
lar press or, more recently, on social media. It usually starts when an 
advocate represents a controversial defendant who is alleged to have 
engaged in dastardly deeds. And regardless of whether the defendant 
is Jian Ghomeshi or Nestlé,3 a cacophony of voices asks: “How could 
they?” The response is predictable: the relevant segment of the bar 
rushes to the lawyer’s defence, the people who asked the question in 
the first place remain totally unpersuaded, and the questions that were 

raised are quickly drowned out by everyone taking sides. But the pro-
fession rarely uses such cases as occasions for introspection about why 
so many view as controversial what we do and how we do it.

But maybe a little introspection is worthwhile. After all, the past 
20 or so months have been one of the strangest eras we have lived 
through. The waning weeks of the Trump administration and the 
pandemic caused by the novel4 coronavirus gave us examples of 
cases where it might be appropriate to ask whether the story we 
tell ourselves about the ethics of client representation is as straight-
forward as we would like. 

The lawyer’s dilemma, and the lawyer’s defence
Almost every day, advocates face a central moral dilemma. As one 
lawyer noted almost a hundred years ago, a barrister “with a wig 
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on his head and a band round his neck [will] do for a guinea what, 
without those appendages, he would think it wicked and infamous 
to do for an empire.”5 

We say we are seeking justice and upholding the rule of law but, 
if we are being honest, can’t really say that everything we do is 
genuinely directed toward those ends. We keep secrets that, if re-
vealed, might change the outcome of a case. We make legal argu-
ments that try to bend established principles to our client’s benefit. 
We undermine witnesses through cross-examination, even when 
they have been through terrible experiences. We employ the law so 
our clients can do things that at least most of us would not approve 
of in everyday life: like not paying a debt (perhaps because it’s past 
a limitation period), or depriving elderly retirees of their pensions 
(from a restructuring).6 In other words, we can’t possibly argue that 
every breath we take, every move we make, every vow we break, 
and every claim we stake7 is for a noble moral purpose, when our 
conduct inflicts harm on people who do not deserve it. 

So how do we justify what we do and how we do it? It’s clearly 
not the “guinea” that we are paid for our labours. If we are do-
ing ethically questionable things, the idea that we are doing them 
for money does not make it any better and may indeed make it 
worse. Ethicists would describe a lawyer’s explanation for what 
we do as acting with “role morality.”8 In other words, the idea that 
circumstances may exist where a person’s questionable conduct 
could otherwise be justified because of their social role. A frequent-
ly cited example is parenting. Parents can believe that every child 
is of equal moral worth; yet, because of the social importance of the 
parent-child relationship, be morally justified in preferring their 
own child’s interests above others.9  

Similarly, we might prefer our friend’s interests to those of a 
stranger, and, so long as we act within reason, few would consider 
this preference inherently unethical. As an example: if you are 
going to the movies with a friend and arrive first, you can save 
them a seat, even a very good seat. But if you are there by your-
self, you clearly cannot save the seat beside you and then, as the 
trailers close, sell it to the highest bidder. Why is that? Because it’s 
socially accepted that if you are going to the movies with a friend, 
you should sit with them – even if it violates the generally accepted 
ethical norm of “first come, first served.” In other words, role mor-
ality accepts that, in addition to abstract morality, people occupy 
social roles; and that what they do while occupying those social 
roles may well justify their behaviour. 

But “may well” is not exactly the same as “always.” Although 
the role-morality justification is powerful, it just tells us there are 
circumstances in which lawyers can subordinate universal mor-
al principles (such as “pay your debts” or “don’t cause harm to 
people”) to other considerations. But it does not tell us what those 
circumstances are. We all acknowledge there are things lawyers 
cannot do, or should not do, even if they are in their clients’ in-
terests. These things can be a matter of law (knowingly permit a 
client to commit perjury ); a matter of professional responsibility 
(failing to inform a tribunal of a relevant adverse authority); a 
matter of professional courtesy (refusing an adjournment for an 
opposing counsel who broke his leg);10 or just a matter of human 
decency (asking a witness who caught a sterilizing pelvic infec-
tion from the Dalkon Shield IUD a series of “dirty questions” de-
signed to embarrass her into dropping the case).11 So where and 
how do we draw the line? 

To answer this question, it is necessary to take a slightly deep-
er dive into the advocate’s role morality. “We have a role to play 
and we’re playing it” is not a viable answer to the question, “How 
do you justify the harm you inflict on third parties?” Hit men also 
have a role to play and play it. Rather, to justify the advocate’s con-
duct, we need to explain how and why the social harm we inflict 
is a necessary by-product of an otherwise socially productive role. 
And in legal ethics circles, the most compelling explanation comes 
from what’s called “four-fold root”: four steps which, together, can 
be used to justify conduct that is more consistent with role morality 
than ordinary morality.12

Step one is to justify the existence of an institution by demonstrating 
its moral goodness. For example, the rule of law and the concept of 
legality allow people to coexist in a pluralist society, with different 
moral beliefs and aspirations. But when they do so, they need a 
stable system through which they sort out those differences, such 
as “a political process that creates laws and legal institutions for the 
peaceful and orderly resolution of conflicts.”13 Ethics scholars refer 
to this process as the “institutional settlement.”14 Agreeing to the 
institutional settlement is a key prerequisite to setting up a society 
ruled by laws. You might not like the outcome of the process (e.g., 
people you disagree with may win elections and pass laws you 
think are harmful), but if you accept that the process is legitimate, 
then you will abide by lawful authority.15

Step two is to justify the role by appealing to the structure of the insti-
tution. If we want our laws to be more than just blunt instruments, 
they will be too complicated for everyone to understand them in-
timately. So we need lawyers to advise people on the details of their 
legal rights and obligations and then advocate before bodies (such 
as courts) that determine them.

Step three is to justify role obligations by showing they are essential 
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to the role. This step is a little tricky. It requires us to ask the ques-
tion, “What must we require of lawyers to fulfill their purpose of 
allowing us to live in a society governed by the rule of law?” An 
important answer is that lawyers should not act as moral or legal 
gatekeepers to the justice system. That is, a client should not have 
to persuade a lawyer that their case is meritorious before the law-
yer agrees to represent them. The client does not bear a “burden 
of proof.”16 And once the advocate has agreed to the retainer, their 
job is to advocate and allow an independent decision-maker to 
decide the case.

Step four is to justify the role act by showing that obligations require 
it. Once a lawyer has taken on a retainer, it’s an easy leap to what 
the lawyer should do: everything within the legal and professional 
limits to win the client’s case, which may include aggressively 
cross-examining the witnesses, asserting all legal defences (includ-
ing limitation periods),17 and keeping confidences – even if doing 
so might change the outcome of the case.

If these sentiments sound familiar, that is because they are what 
we tell ourselves, tell each other, and, perhaps most importantly, tell 
those outside the barristers’ guild. Try to explain to your moth-
er or your cranky uncle18 how that charming lawyer they see on 
TV could possibly defend someone as appalling as the accused, 
and the chances are you will end up repeating some version of 
this four-fold root. You might even finish with a plea that instead 
of criticizing lawyers, we should be thanking them for taking on 
difficult cases, even though it brings them public notoriety to go 
with their retainers.19 

The four-fold root makes for a pretty persuasive defence of 
the practice of advocacy. But it can clearly be abused. The rea-
son is obvious: these four logical leaps are largely premised20 on a 
normative judgment rather than an empirically observable truth. 
“We need lawyers if we are going to have a rule of law”; or, “law-
yers cannot be gatekeepers to the system,” are not statements of 
fact like three plus three equals six.21 Don’t believe me? Then re-
watch the classic courtroom movie A Few Good Men and observe 
how Colonel Jessup (Jack Nicholson) uses the same four steps to 
justify the “code red” on Private Santiago (an assault that resulted 
in his death):

• Step one – justify the existence of an institution: “… we live in 
a world with walls and those walls have to be guarded by 
men with guns.” 

• Step two – justify the role by appealing to the structure of the in-
stitution: “My existence, while grotesque and incomprehen-
sible to you, saves lives … You want me on that wall. You 
need me on that wall!” 

• Step three – justify role obligations by showing they are essential 
to the role: “We use words like honour, code, loyalty. We use 
these words as a backbone of a life defending something.” 

• Step four – justify the role act by showing that obligations require 
it: “You weep for Santiago, and you curse the Marines. You 
have that luxury. You have the luxury of not knowing what 
I know; that Santiago’s death, while tragic, probably saved 
lives. And my existence, while grotesque and incomprehen-
sible to you, saves lives.” 

Colonel Jessup’s message is clear to Lieutenant Kaffee (played by 
a very energetic Tom Cruise) and everyone else in the courtroom: 
Don’t question my methods. After all, as he told us, “I have neither 
the time nor the inclination to explain myself to a man who rises 
and sleeps under the blanket of the very freedom that I provide, 
and then questions the manner in which I provide it. I would rather 

you just said thank you and went on your way.” Not so different 
from what you might tell your mom, right?

So what do we do about this? If we reject Colonel Jessup’s dys-
topian/utilitarian calculus of killing Santiago to “save lives,” we 
know the four-fold root cannot be a complete answer. This raises 
the question: Can lawyers handle the truth? And it brings us to 
the 2020 US presidential election, COVID-19, and the question I 
started with: whether there are cases lawyers should be turning 
down, or conduct we should not engage in.

Some recent events that you may have heard about
The United States had its 59th presidential election in Novem-
ber 2020. American presidential elections have occurred every 
four years since 1788–89, without fail. But it is fair to say that the 
elections of 2016 and 2020 were both unusual, mostly because of 
the Republican candidate, Donald Trump. Mr. Trump had never 
served in any elected office before eking out a surprise victory in 
2016. Perhaps because of his “outsider” status, he had less confi-
dence in, and less need for, democratic traditions and institutions 
than any of his predecessors. In both the run-up to the election 
he won (in 2016) and the election he lost (in 2020), he made no 
attempt to pretend he would accept defeat graciously. So when 
he lost the 2020 race, he started undermining confidence in the 
election and contesting the result, both in public and in court, 
with the help of a large team of lawyers, including some from 
large, well-respected US firms, such as Jones Day, Porter Wright 
and Foley & Lardner.22 

The large firms that were assisting Mr. Trump quickly found 
themselves a target of the Lincoln Project, an advocacy group of 
former Republican strategists dedicated to defeating the president. 
The Lincoln Project not only went after the firms’ reputations, but 
it also went straight for their clients, trying to persuade companies 
such as Walmart, GM, and Amazon to move their business. The 
pressure on the Foley & Lardner lawyer was so great that she ultim-
ately resigned from her firm, blaming her departure on “a massive 
pressure campaign.”23 And this was all before Mr. Trump’s sup-
porters broke into and vandalized the United States Capitol Build-
ing, turning his attempts to overturn the election from a laughable 
farce to borderline treason.

In other news, COVID-19 swept the world in 2020–21. Although 
reactions across the world have differed, governments in Canada, 
many US states, and many parts of Western Europe have taken the 
significant step of imposing varying degrees of lockdown on their 
populations. The strictness of the lockdowns has varied significant-
ly, from “stay in your home except for an hour of outdoor exer-
cise each day” to “no large gatherings.” Millions of organizations 
and entities that rely on people gathering indoors have been shut, 
among them retail stores, restaurants, houses of worship, sports 
facilities, and offices. Although there are some disagreements on 
the margins, essentially every legitimate scientist in the world 
recognized the need for these restrictions to limit the spread of 
COVID-19. However, that has not stopped some individuals from 
retaining counsel to challenge the restrictions as being ultra vires 
the enabling legislation – imposing unconstitutional limits on free-
dom of association or religion, or even debating the existence of the 
pandemic itself. The reaction has not been nearly as strong as it was 
to Mr. Trump’s attempts to overturn the election, but numerous 
comments circulating on social media have criticized some of the 
lawyers engaged in this litigation.

Finally, on the question of tactics, the recent decision of the Ontario 
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Superior Court of Justice in Del Giudice v 
Thompson24 reminds us that, despite the 
bar’s best efforts,25 lawyers may still engage 
in tactically unpalatable conduct. In that 
case, the court described counsel as bring-
ing “unnecessary, wasteful motions that 
were deplorably prosecuted.” It described 
the injunction motion as “unnecessary, 
overreaching, unproductive, rude, and un-
successful,” and the conduct of the plain-
tiffs’ counsel as “reprehensible, scandalous 
and outrageous.” The court was particular-
ly vexed because counsel advanced “num-
erous allegations of improper conduct, 
dishonesty, conspiracy and deceit” against 
the defendant and its lawyers and con-
ducted a 388-question cross-examination of 
a four-paragraph affidavit.

Are there cases we should not take or 
moves we should not make?
So where does this leave us as lawyers? 
How do we identify the “hard cases” where 
we really need to think about whether we 
should be taking them on at all? In my view, 
the answer comes back to the basis of our 
four-fold root in the first place: the “insti-
tutional settlement” – that is, a democratic 
governance structure, bound by the rule of 
law. Why? Because if the case you are pro-
posing to bring is going to undermine the 
institutional settlement that you are using 
to justify your role morality, what exactly 
are you upholding?

The resort to the rule of law makes the de-
cision relatively straightforward in most 
cases, in a way that likely appeals to our 
intuitive sense of right and wrong. So why 
is it morally acceptable to represent a de-
fendant accused of doing terrible things, 
even if that means a vigorous cross-exam-
ination of someone who has been through 
a very bad experience? It is acceptable be-
cause the institutional settlement relies on 
trials to decide who is worthy of criminal 
sanction. To be sure those trials are fair, the 
accused needs counsel whose role is to test 
the state’s evidence and ensure it meets the 
standard required before we convict. 

Some ethics scholars have suggested 
that the line is blurrier for civil defendants. 
But, at least in my view, the underlying 
argument remains the same: in a system in 
which civil disputes are resolved through 
lawsuits, clients need lawyers. The mere 
choice to defend a client from a lawsuit 
thus will almost never cause ethical con-
cerns.26 However, while the whether is not 
ethically problematic, the how can be – if 
counsel takes advantage of resource dis-

parities between parties to prevent a reso-
lution of the matter on its merits.27 Of 
course, as the Del Giudice case shows us, 
problematic tactics can happen on either 
side of a civil dispute, and the plaintiff’s 
counsel are no more merited in abusing the 
court’s process than are the defendant’s. 

Cases brought primarily to vindicate a 
personal (or corporate) vendetta against the 
defendant are also problematic. Lawsuits 
are expensive to bring or defend, and even 
a modest-sized case can force an opposite 
party to pay tens of thousands of dollars to 
defend themselves with reasonably priced 
counsel. Bringing a case primarily to force 
a party to incur that expense is an abuse of 
process (even if it’s dressed up in the lan-
guage of a wrong), and lawyers need to be 
careful not to be sucked into their clients’ 
grievances. This is of course difficult to po-
lice, because it requires knowing what is in 
a client’s mind. There is nothing inherently 
wrong with bringing a case where the like-
lihood of success is slim, although that can 
sometimes be a red flag for poor intentions.

Perhaps the Trump lawyers earned their 
grief; maybe not for the first few cases (un-
successful candidates challenge elections in 
court from time to time and there’s nothing 
wrong with that), but certainly once it be-
came clear the challenges were less directed 
toward the underlying legal merits and 
more at undermining public confidence 
in the electoral process. It is difficult to 
explain how or why bringing these cases 
supports the institutional settlement, when 
their ultimate goal seemed to be under-
mining and replacing it with an alternative 
(non-democratic) system of government. 

The COVID cases, which have largely 
(but not completely) been unsuccessful, 
likely require greater nuance. There is 
nothing inherently wrong with challenging 
government orders, even in public health 
emergencies. The institutional settlement 
depends in no small measure on govern-
ments acting in accordance with law, and 
asking the courts to enforce this require-
ment is entirely consistent with a lawyer’s 
role and the role morality that accompanies 
it. But there are lines that one should think 
strongly about before crossing. Litigation 
that is not about fidelity to law, but instead 
is premised on undermining a strongly 
held scientific consensus in emergency cir-
cumstances can be dangerous. Merely the 
act of bringing certain litigation can give 
aid and comfort to groups whose priorities 
are far away from ensuring public health. 
While I am not suggesting counsel bringing 

these cases are acting unethically, I am sug-
gesting that boundaries need be set before 
accepting the retainer, so the client under-
stands what arguments you are willing and 
unwilling to make. Otherwise, you may 
find yourself following your clients down a 
deep, dark hole of conspiracy theories, with 
no easy way out.

A fascinating final example comes from 
our friends in the United Kingdom and its 
former colony Hong Kong, where the Chi-
nese government recently decided that its 
promise of “one country, two systems,” 
including freedom of speech and freedom 
of peaceful assembly, was not convenient 
and enacted a far-reaching national sec-
urity law. Several pro-democracy activists 
were arrested under this law, and the Hong 
Kong government retained David Perry, 
QC, a British barrister, to act as prosecu-
tor. This led to a significant outcry in the 
United Kingdom, including criticism from 
the foreign minister28 as well as a member 
of the House of Lords who said, “The truth 
is that we are not hired guns. We are not 
mercenaries that take a brief that might in-
volve the erosion of the rule of law.”29 Of 
course, and unsurprisingly, this view was 
not unanimous, and some members of the 
bar cited the need to separate counsel from 
client. Ultimately, the learned Mr. Perry re-
signed from the retainer. Although this case 
is tricky, it seems to me that this was the 
right decision. After all, the National Secur-
ity Law hardly seems like an institutional 
settlement that we can justify upholding.

Conclusion
Interesting ethical questions are never 
straightforward. But it’s worth taking the 
deeper dive into how and why lawyers 
justify acting in accordance with their role 
as opposed to “ordinary” morality. Under-
standing the basis of our role morality en-
sures that we don’t overstep it or use it to 
justify something that perhaps is beyond 
justification. No doubt some will disagree 
with my description of what justifies what 
we do and others will reject anything but 
complete absolution for our sins, what-
ever they may be. Still others will reject 
the premise of an institutional settlement 
or claim that the institutional settlement 
is structurally unjust and therefore not 
worth preserving. These are all interest-
ing claims that should be interrogated, al-
though it is certainly possible to envision 
a fairer society in which the questions of 
what lawyers should and should not do 
nevertheless persist.
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